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Abstract. Emission of synchrotron radiation for plasma diagnostic purposes in existing

and next step tokamaks at arbitrary density and temperature is discussed. This new method is

motivated by the need to overcome several deficiencies, caused by cut-off, refraction, and

harmonic overlap, and to enhance the informative contents of the familiar low harmonic

scheme. In fact, the source of the optically thick low harmonic radiation is highly localized in

the ordinary space near the resonance points, and it is found that the energy of the emitting

electrons lies in the subthermal range. The measured temperature is then that of subthermal

electrons and the method gives no information on the actual temperature of thermal and

superthermal electrons. High frequency synchrotron radiation is not restricted by density and

temperature upper limits, it is somewhat localized in the ordinary space, and is emitted by

electrons over a wide spectrum of energies, ranging from thermal to superthermal values. The

basic theory of the method is presented and illustrated by numerical applications, for plasma

parameters of relevance in present and next step tokamaks. It is shown that the electron

temperature in Maxwellian plasmas can be measured from the radiation spectrum in the

frequency ranges where the plasma is optically thick and optically thin, without any ad hoc

assumption on the effective wall reflection coefficient. Non-thermal features due to rf

absorption and a dc electric field are also briefly discussed.
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I. Introduction

As it is known, electron cyclotron emission (ECE) from a magnetized plasma is

determined by the electron energy and therefore the emitted frequency spectrum is in principle

suited for diagnosis of the electron momentum distribution. In particular, in tokamak plasmas,

radiation near the first few harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency (0c is routinely used for

temperature measurements and investigation of non-thermal features on the electron energy

distribution. However, low harmonics have several important limitations. Firstly, low

harmonic radiation is affected by cut-off, refraction, and harmonic overlap, and will face severe

restrictions in next-step tokamaks, operating at high density and temperature. Secondly,

emission of radiation at frequency co near (Oc, 2(ûc is generated by electrons located at the point

xc determined by the relation CO = û)c(xc), 2û)c(xc). This is a great advantage, since the

information carried out by the radiation is very localized in the ordinary space. The

disadvantage is that the energy of the emitting electrons E = mc2(ncûc/cû-l) is lower than the

thermal energy and no information on the electron distribution above thermal is obtained from

the radiation measurements. In view of that, it is worth investigating the informative potential

of electron synchrotron emission1"3 (ESE) at 0) » coc, which is generaly unaffected by cut-off

and refraction. Furthermore, emission at arbitrary frequency co * coc, 2coc is somewhat

localized2 in ordinary space, and the emitting electrons are in a wide range of energies, from

subthermal to superthermal values, which enhances the informative contents of the emitted

radiation.

A significant part of the emitted radiation at arbitrary frequencies (0 > 2cùt is optically thin.

Information from this part of the spectrum relies on the knowledge of the effective reflection

coefficient Rf(û)). This is defined as a generalization of the ideal plane slab reflection coefficient

and takes into account surface irregularities, conversion between ordinary (O) and extraordinary

(X) modes at reflection, spurious contribution due to oblique radiation, and so on. In a reactor,

this problem will be less severe than in existing devices, because: i) all the interesting part of the

ESE spectrum is in the optically thick or gray range, rather than in the optically thin one; ii) the

materials used for the first walls are expected to be less reflecting4. However, since the



computation of R(((û) from first principles is hopeless, we avoid ad hoc assumptions on the

value of Rf<co) by proceeding as follows. The emitted spectrum generally displays a number of

maxima and minima at co = o)j. The values of coj and of the spectrum intensity I(COJ ) depend on

the electron momentum distribution and on Rf((ûj). At co = 0) \, the two dependencies are

related by the equation dl/dco = 0, and therefore I((o*) becomes a function of the electron

distribution only. In the optically thin range of frequencies, we restrict our analysis to

frequencies in the vicinity of G) j and the arbitrary choice of the value of the reflection coefficient

is avoided. This procedure is in principle applicable to optically thin emission at downshifted

frequencies co< O)C and co < 2CÛC, in the absence of cut-off and refraction. The basic procedure

for electron temperature measurements on next step tokamaks using ESE relies on the specific

properties of the emitted spectrum. This is made up by a portion in the moderate range of

frequencies (4th - 6th harmonics), where the plasma is optically thick and the intensity is nearly

independent of the temperature spatial profile. This part of the radiation spectrum is appropriate

for measuring the electron temperature on axis. The remaining part of the spectrum (typically,

above the 6th harmonic), which includes the maximum of emission, will be used for

determining the spatial temperature profile.

The plan of the paper is the following. In Sec. II, we discuss the limitations of low

harmonics for parameters of relevance in next step tokamaks. In Sec. Ill, we consider the

problem of the effective reflection coefficient and we derive the relation between RKû>i) and

I((i)j), for a plasma with an arbitrary electron momentum distribution and propagation at an

arbitrary angle with respect to the magnetic field. In Sec. IV, we present the method for

temperature measurements in next step tokamaks using the theory developed in Sec. III. In

Sec. V, the electron energy selection for arbitrary frequencies and parameters of interest in

present-day and next-step tokamaks is discussed. In Sec. VI, we discuss the problem of

diagnosing non-thermal electron distributions by the ESE method. The general conclusions are

given in Sec. VII.



II. Limitations of ECE at low harmonics

We first discuss the limitations due to cut-off, refraction, and harmonic overlap in hot and

dense plasmas. We consider plasma parameters of relevance for next step tokamaks like ITER5

(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) and assume the following spatial profiles

for electron density and temperature:

nc(V) = ncod - V"") . Te(\|/) = Te0(l - y)aT.

An elliptical equilibrium and a very flat (otn = 5) density profile are assumed. The relation

between the normalized magnetic flux \\f and the Cartesian coordinates (x,y) describing the

ellipse with axes (a, b = Ka) is given by

V = [x - x0(\ |0]2/a2 + y 2 / b 2 , x0 = do(l - V ) ,

where do is the Shafranov shift. For do = O, K = 1, y = r2/a2. The magnetic field is Bt =

Bo/O+x/Ro), the minor radius a = 2.8 m, the major radius Ro = 7.75 m, Bo = 5.5 T, K = 1.6,

and do = 0.5 m. The wave propagation is evaluated by means of a toroidal ray-tracing code.

Emission at frequency to near ©c (O-mode) or 2(ûc (X-mode) is optically thick and the

emitted intensity in the mid-plane, normal to Bt, is given by

2 a
I(œ) = -TTJdxTe(x)O(cû,x)

where
a

G(co,x) = a(o),x) exp[-<J)(co,x)], <J>((o,x) = Jdx' a(co,x' ) ,
x

and a(co,x) is the local absorption coefficient of the mode considered. Shown in Fig. 1 (a) is

Tr(f) = (ST^C2 /©2)^©) versus f = ©/2TI, for the O-mode, Tco = 20 keV, a j = 1, and iico = 1020

nr3 (full thin), rieo = 2 x 1020 nr3 (dotted). Tc(xc) versus f = fc(xc) is represented by the full

thick curve. Note that the structure of the emission spectrum is more complicated than in the

familiar low-temperature regimes. Besides the main peak at f = 143 GHz, related to the

maximum of Te, the spectra have secondary maxima at f » 95 GHz and at f « 200 GHz. These



are due to emission (at the 1 st and 2nd harmonic, respectively) coming from high energy

electrons (E > 200 keV) in the tail of the Maxwellian, that is sufficiently down-shifted to escape

the plasma without substantial re-absorption. This effect limits the range of frequencies for

which the ECE spectrum yields the temperature profile. Therefore, it appears that the radiation

temperature of the fundamental O-mode coincides with the plasma temperature in the range f =

125-180 GHz for neo = 2 x 1020 nr3, and in the range f = 110 - 180 GHz for neo = 1020 nv3.

The dotted curve (high density case) goes to zero abruptly at the cut-off frequency w = o)p.

Figure l(b) shows Tr(f) for the same parameters of Fig. l(a), but a j = 3. We find that Tr and

T e coincide within the same frequency ranges as for oc-r = 1. However, for a j = 3 the

temperature profile is more peaked and a wider portion of the central profile is accessible. The

situation changes for higher values of Tco. Shown in Fig. 2 is T,{f) for Teo = 25 keV and nco =

102<> m-3, aT = 1 (full thin), nc0 = 2 x 1020 nr3, aT = 1 (dotted thin), and ne0 = 2 x 1020 nr3,

ax = 3 (dashed thin). The corresponding Tc(xc) are represented by the full thick curves. Now

the frequency range in which Tr « Te is further reduced. We conclude that the use of the

fundamental O-mode in the equatorial plane is restricted to both moderate densities and

temperatures.

Next, we consider emission along a chord away from the mid plane in a poloidal cross-

section. Now the serious threat is refraction. Shown in Fig. 3 are the ray paths for n^ = 2 x

1020 nr3 , f = 130 GHz and increasing values of y at the antenna location. All rays are

perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field at the antenna location, but experience strong

refraction during the transit in the plasma region. This shows that the fundamental O-mode is

not suited for providing information on the electron temperature profile away from the mid-

plane.

Cut-off and refraction effects on second harmonic are in general negligible. Conversely,

second harmonic emission is strongly affected by harmonic overlap. Shown in Fig. 4 is Tr(f)

for the X-mode, Teo = 15 keV, Ï^Q = 1020 nr3 , and Or = 1, for propagation in the mid-plane

normal to the magnetic field. Tp(f) coincides with Tc if we ignore higher harmonics (full thick).

The inclusion of the third harmonic contribution (dotted) and third and fourth harmonics



contributions (full thin) changes the result, and Tr(f) deviates significantly from Te in a wide

range of frequencies. The situation is, of course, worse at higher temperatures and/or

densities. We conclude that for Teo £ 15 keV, second harmonic emission is a very restrictive

method of electron temperature diagnostics.

III. The diagnostic method using ESE

Emission of radiation for arbitrary frequency is described by the equation

a
Jdxr|(a),x)exp[-0(co,x)]

l-Rf(cù)exp[-<D(co)] l-Rf(cû)exp[-<D(co)] ' v '

where T^CCX) is the emission coefficient, and G>(co) = <J)(co,-a). For thermal plasmas, 1) =

(a^/SrcVyTca. The concept of effective reflection coefficient Rf(co) is defined as follows. The

general solution of the radiation transfer equation is given by

a
,a) = Iin(cû,-a)+ Jdxil((û,x)exp[-<|>(cû,x)] ,

-a

where Iin(to,-a) is the intensity at x = -a, propagating towards the receiver at x = a. Iin(co,-a) is

here to be considered as an extra source of radiation at frequency co. The relation between

Ijn(co,-a) and I(co,a) depends on the symmetry and structure of the reflecting surface. In some

simple cases, Iin(co,-a) = Rw(co)I(co,a), where Rw(co) is the usual reflection coefficient of the

wall facing the receiving antenna. In general, Iin(co,-a) has no simple relation with I(co,a). In

analogy with the simple case, we formally write Iin(co,-a) = RKû))I(o),a), where RKto) is

partially related to r(co), but generally represents an average effect of several multiple

reflections. As shown later on, I(co) generally has maxima and minima at several frequencies co

= G)j. Using the condition dl/dco = 0 and Eq. (1), and assuming that Rf is a slowly varying

function of co, we obtain

dl _ [1 - Rfexp(-<D)](dV / dco) - V(d<t> / dco)Rfexp(-<D)

dco [1. Rfexp(-<D)]2



from which

Rf (Û)J )exp-O((0j ) = , (2)

and

. ( 3 )

•t
Note that, since Rf appears in front of the exponential factor exp(-<I>), the condition that Rf be a

slowly varying function of (û can be more precisely written as !d(lnRf)/dci)l « ld<J>/dcol, which is a

mild restriction. Equation (3) shows that at © = co*, 1(0)*) is determined by the electron

momentum distribution only. Assuming that the momentum distribution is characterized by N

parameters qy, these can in principle be determined if the number of maxima and minima is large

enough to obtain a number of equations greater or equal to N. In the special case in which the

reflection coefficient is zero (namely, in the presence of a radiation dump) or in the optically

thin range of frequencies, Eq. (2) establishes a relation between the qj parameters.

Furthermore, since Rf is a slowly varying function of û), Eq. (1) becomes (piecewise, in the

different frequency ranges surrounding the different ©*)

• (4)1
J|_dV,

Equation (4) is the basic equation of the high frequency method. Using emission of the X and

O modes normal to the magnetic field and away from normal, one obtains a sufficient number

of relations to treat several problems of relevance for present-day and next step tokamaks. In

practice, Eq. (4) is applicable if the denominator is not too close to zero, otherwise any small

error in the evaluation of V(CÛ) and O(CÛ) would cause a large error in the determination of I(CD).

The denominator of Eq. (4) vanishes if both Rf -» 1 and 4> -» 0. Now, detailed studies of the

average wall reflection coefficients in a tokamak reactor4 typically yield Rf < 0.7. On the other

hand, it will be shown later on that at the maximum of the ESE spectrum one has typically <J> >



0.5 (see Fig. 5). This implies that, in the important part of the spectrum, the denominator of

Eq. (4) is at least expected to exceed 0.5, which gives a comfortable margin for a safe use of

Eq. (4).

Equation (1) is written for propagation in the equatorial plane normal to the magnetic

field. It is however applicable to any chord parallel to the mid-plane by changing the limits of

integration. For propagation at an angle 6(x) with respect to the local magnetic field, we obtain

a similar form by changing dx -> dx/lsin9ol, where 8o is the value of 0 at the antenna location.

Since T|(x) and a(x) are proportional to neo, Eqs. (1-4) are valid with the substitution neo —*

nco/lsin8ol. For propagation away from normal, a = a(œ, N||, x), r| =TJ(CO, NH, X), Rf =

RKco,eo), Nu = Nn(x) = cos8(x),

f dx TI(Û),N||,X) exp[-<K©,N||,x)]
X2

I((o,9o)=Xl — n — -=- , <|>(G),N,|,x)= fdx1 a(co,N|,,x') ,

where X] and X2 are the appropriate limits of integration. In general, for propagation along an

arbitrary ray path, we write

d/'a(fl>,O , (5)
l-Rf(œ,/2)exp[-0((D,/i)] \

the receiving antenna is located at I = £2, and we drop the Nu dependence.

Note that the only assumption made in the derivation of Eq. (4) is the slow variation of

Rf(û)). If this condition is satisfied, the complications of the toroidal geometry and the

irregularities of the wall surface (mixing up information carried by rays propagating at different

angles, both poloidally and toroidally) do not affect the validity of Eq. (4). For reactor relevant

parameters, at the maximum of the ESE spectrum, the product Rfexp(-O) is typically less than

0.5, which means that the received rays have experienced no more than 3 - 4 reflections. Thus,

the effective reflection coefficient Rf will be not very different from the "true" reflection



coefficient of the wall facing the receiving antenna Rw, and therefore slowly varying with

frequency.

IV. Temperature measurements in next-step tokamaks using ESE

Electron synchrotron emission has the potential for determining the electron temperature

profile on next-step tokamaks, with central electron temperatures in excess of 20 keV. More

precisely, the emitted spectra, both in the mid-plane and away from it, give information on the

validity of an assumed profile Te(y) = Teo(l-y)aT for all values of x and y. We discuss this

problem for ITER relevant parameters, using the method of Sec. III. The expressions of the

local absorption coefficients for an arbitrary isotropic distribution and perpendicular

propagation are discussed in Appendix A. They are based on the generalization of the dielectric

tensor for a Maxwellian plasma, arbitrary n > 1, and arbitrary Larmor radius discussed in Ref.

6. Other formulations of the Maxwellian dielectric tensor are discussed elsewhere7'9. In the

following numerical study, neo = 2 x 1020 nv3, and Nu = 0. Shown in Fig. 5 (a,b,c,

respectively) are Ix(û)), Io(û>), and tXt0(co) = exp[-<J>(co)], versus to/coco, for propagation in the

mid-plane (y=0), Teo = 20 and 30 keV, a T = 2, Rf = 0.8 (full) and Rf = 0 (dotted). After some

oscillations at low harmonics, I(co) increases monotonically with GO up to a maximum J)* and

decreases for © > co*. The emitted radiation is optically thick up to a frequency tub < o>*,

where cob mainly depends on Teo- The values of to* and I(û)*) depend on Te0, Or, and on the

effective reflection coefficient Rf. Note that the principal maxima of the ESE spectra typically

occur where the optical depth is of the order of 0.5. An interesting property of the optically

thick radiation3 is that, for <o ̂  ©b» Ix((o) is not only independent of ne and Rf, but nearly

independent of ax too, namely, for co ̂  Ub Ix(œ) depends on Teo only. This is illustrated in

Fig. 6, where IX(GÛ) is presented for Teo = 25 keV, ax = 1.5 (full) anJ 3 (dashed), Rf = 0,0.8,

and 1. It appears that for co < Cub, h(®) is independent of ax and Rf. This portion of the

experimental spectrum is then suited for determining Teo using a best fitting procedure. A

similar property holds for the O-mode, if Teo is large enough to obtain a wide range of optically

thick radiation.



We now show that the radiation source is somewhat localized in the ordinary space.

Shown in Fig. 7 is Gx(co,x) versus x for Tc0 = 25 keV, aj = 2, and CÙ/CÙCO = 4,5,6,7, and 10.

The maximum of Gx lies away from the plasma axis for low values of co, but tends to be

localized near x = 0 for CO/CÙCO ̂  6. For different temperature profiles, the position xm of the

maximum moves towards the region where Te(xm) is nearly the same. This explains why the

optically thick radiation is nearly independent of dj.

Due to these properties, for the X-mode Eq. (1) can be better cast in the form

r..2 1 _ „

l-Rf(co)exp[-tD(co)] '

where <TC> is an average value of Te near the maximum of G(co,x). The formal definition of

<TC> is

a
JdxTc(x)G(co,x)

' (7)

The average <Te> is the radiation temperature Tri for Rf = 1. Tri increases with co for co < ©b»

remains nearly constant for co > ©b» and is nearly independent of Or for all values of co.

Shown in Fig. 8 is T r l = <Te>, for Teo = 25 keV, a j = 1.5 (full), and 3 (dotted). Since Teo is

now considered to be determined from emission at co < cob, the maximum of I(co) is then used

to determine Or, following the analysis of Sec. III. Using Eq. (6), and noting that, for co > Cub,

<Te> is independent of co, Eq. (2) becomes

co O' exp(-<D) + 2[1 - exp(-O)]
Rf(co*) =

co O' exp(-O) + 2[l - exp(-<J>)]exp(-O)
(8)

where <J>' = dflVdco. Inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), we obtain a relation between co*, I(co*), and

OCT, which allows the determination of a j from the experimental spectrum. A second method is

to use the X and O modes and apply Eq. (3) to the two maxima, in order to determine Teo and

OCT. Once Teo and OLJ are found for y = 0, the consistency of the vertical with the horizontal

temperature profile can be investigated by observing ESE along different horizontal chords.

Examples of X-mode emission spectra at different values of y are shown in Fig. 9(a), for

10



= 25 keV, Rf = 0.8, and OCT = 2. As expected, for increasing values of y, Ix((o) tends to

become optically thin for lower values of CÛ/Û)CO [see Fig. 9(b)l. For y = 3 m, the emitted

spectrum is similar to that observed on present-day tokamaks.

V. Electron energy selection for arbitrary frequencies.

Information on the energy of the emitting electrons is obtained from the direct radiation

source function G((û,x) = a(£û,x)exp[-<}>(û),x)1. We first consider the case of second harmonic.

The absorption coefficient of the X-mode is given by

ax(co,x) = « ^ —£
30cCûjK2(^)exp(n)[v (ù

2

exp

I
—£--1

where I; = ^i(xc-x)/Ro, and K2 is the McDonald function. G(co,Ç) is maximum at % =

where

J m

thus

\2/7
27511CCD.

8Ji I / 2 R O tDû) 2

For typical parameters of TFTR (Test Fusion Tokamak Reactor), i.e., a = 0.87 m, Ro = 2.7 m,

Bo = 5.5 T, nco = 1020 nv3, Teo = 11 keV, and Xc = 0, we obtain Çm « 1/2. The half-width of

G is AC ~ 1/2. The energy of the emitting electrons at % = Çm is given by E(£m) = mc2(2cùc/(D-

1) " ÇmTc * Tc/2. The total range of the emitting electrons is then 0 < E < Tc.

Emission near the second harmonic is localized very close to the resonance point 0) =

2coc. This is clearly an advantage. The disadvantage is that it yields the temperature of the

subthermal electrons and carries no information on the electron temperature at energies E > Te,

11



and therefore on the average thermal energy per unit volume. Of course, if it is sure that the

distribution is Maxwellian, the temperature may be determined in any energy range, but in

general it is desirable to enhance the informative contents of the ECE method. In order to show

the relevance of this point, we consider second harmonic emission for a slightly non-

Maxwellian isotropic distribution. For an arbitrary distribution function f(y), we obtain (see

Appendix A)

271̂  1(0 [tup | 2 CO (2(ÙCY
1 15 C (Or R j t ^

[f(Y)]v=y=2(oc/(ù '

N

15 c

for the emission and the absorption coefficients, respectively. For f(y), we assume

where a(y) » 1, and N is a normalization factor defined as

N .
47tK2(n)(l + 3/2a)

Since the parameter a is large, the deviation with respect to the Maxwellian distribution is

small, namely, (f - fM)/fM « 1 in a wide range of energies. The emitted intensity in the absence

of wall reflections is written as

Ix((o)= Jdx[^-|axexp[-(J)(Cû,x)] ,
-a

where

a

(0 f-î-l
|8f/dYjv_,

_ci)2T e | g + n(Y-l)

JY=2coc/(o

The corresponding radiation temperature is then

Tr(co)= JdxTc(x)
-a

g + )i(2a)c/cû-l) a x exp[-((>(tû,x)] .

It appears that the integral is well approximated by computing the factor

12



T (
c a+n(2û)c/co-l)-lj

at the location x = xm where ccxexp(-<|>) has a sharp maximum, i.e., for % = %m given by the

equation

2ÇmR0
 A 15

Since a » 1, the value of Cm is very close to its limit for a -» °°; for instance, for typical TFTR

parameters (as discussed above), Çm = 1/2, and

T r ~ T c ( X c ) ^T7I '
For a = 3, Tr/Te « 1.4 and (f - fM)/fM « 1/6. The result obtained for Tr is independent of the

energy dependence of a, provided a be finite for n(Y-l) = \i{2(ùJ(û-\) « (i(xc-xm)/Ro < 1. If

we assume that a = const, for (j.(y-l) « 1 and a -» <*> for p.(y-l) > 1, the thermal energy per

unit volume (which depends on the distribution function at Ji(y-l) =» 3/2) will be practically

unchanged from the Maxwellian case, i.e., <E> « ne(3Te/2). In this case, the value of the

radiation temperature is significantly different from 2<E>/3n€. In the opposite case, namely, a =

const, for arbitrary values of |X(y-1 ), we obtain

+ 3 /2a

For a = 3,2<E>/3nc «1.2 Te, which is also different from Tr. These crude estimates show that

a small perturbation of the electron distribution from the Maxwellian one will affect the radiation

temperature obtained from second harmonic emission, and that the value of Tr might be

different from the temperature given by the thermal energy per unit volume 2<E>/3n». For a

correct assessment of the electron temperature, a knowledge of the electron distribution in a

wide range of electron energy is required. This goal is obtained by measuring the electron

cyclotron emission in the full frequency range.

In order to illustrate the energy selection for the ESE, we consider the X-mode thermal

emission normal to the magnetic field in the mid-plane for TFTR parameters3, with r^ =

13



x2/a2)3.5, T c = Tc0(1.x2/a2)3.3t ^ = o.9 x 102» m-3, Tc0 = 11.5 keV, and a magnetic field at

the magnetic axis Ba = 5.2 T. Shown in Fig. 10 is Ix(co) versus co/cûCa- T"0 spectrum has

maxima at co/coCa = 2.13, 3, 3.82, 4.52, and minima at 2.43, 3.24, 4.15. For 0)/(ûca > 3, the

emitted radiation is optically thin, and it is therefore affected by wall reflections (here, Rf =

0.85). Information on the spatial region of emission and the energy of the emitting electrons is

obtained by plotting G(ci),x) versus x, for given values of to. Shown in Fig. 11 is G versus x

for ©/(Oca = 3, 3.75, and 4, respectively. It appears that the predominant region of emission,

namely the maximum of G, is a sensitive function of eo/eoca. For co/ûîca = 3, 3.75, and 4, we

find xm « -9 , 0, and -20 cm, with half-widths Ax » 7, 16, and 15 cm, respectively. The

energy of the emitting electrons En = mc2(n(ùj(ù -1) is given by the first few harmonics with n

> no = co/(oc(x). For Cû/(ûca = 3, no = 2.9, hence E3 = 17 keV. The next value of n, i.e. n = 4,

gives a negligible contribution, since E4 = 193 keV. For ©/cota = 3.75, we obtain E4 =34 keV.

High frequency emission results from contributions of electrons with a wide spectrum of

energies, and energy selection is obtained by varying the wave frequency. This is useful for

investigating deviations from the Maxwellian distribution, as it occurs during rf heating and

current drive. The resonant electron energies for the high-frequency spectrum in high-

temperature plasmas are obtained in a similar way. For instance, for electrons radiating from a

region where Te = 20 keV, r^ = 1020 nr3, B = 5 T, and û)/coc = 7, the relevant contribution

comes from the harmonics n = 8 and 9 (higher harmonics contribute to emission and absorption

by less than 10 %). The energies of the radiating electrons are then 73 and 146 keV,

respectively, namely, 3.6 Te and 7.3 Te. ForTe = 30 keV, the contribution of the 10th

harmonic is no longer negligible: the corresponding resonant energy is 219 keV. The position

xm of maximum emission and the corresponding three first resonant energies En(xm) are shown

in Fig. 12 (a and b, respectively), for Te0 = 25 keV, rieo = 2 x 1020 nr3, aT = 2, Rf = 0.8, y =

0. It appears that the full ESE spectrum is related to a wide range of plasma positions and

energies, with well defined space and energy selection rules at every given frequency.
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VI. Diagnosis of non-thermal distributions by ESE

The information content of ESE can be further enhanced by exploiting the Doppler effect,

namely using oblique views with respect to the toroidal magnetic field. This allows the

measurement of toroidal asymmetries10 of the distribution function, namely, selection not only

in energy, but also in pu, pj_. The absorption coefficient for oblique propagation and the

resonant parallel and perpendicular momenta are presented in Appendix B.

In order to show some of the relevant features of oblique synchrotron emission, we

investigate the angular dependence of Ix(co). Shown in Fig. 13 is Ix(co) versus co/coco for Teo =

25 keV, otT = 2, Rf = 0.8, y = 0, and 6 = 90°, 65°, and 50°. It appears that Ix(co) is nearly

independent of 0 for (0< (%. An angular dependence of lx(co) is found in the optically thin

range of frequencies, namely, for co >(%. This behavior is similar to that found by varying a j

and/or Rf. Oblique emission is particularly appropriate for diagnosing asymmetric non-thermal

distributions. Isotropic and non-isotropic deviations from a Maxwellian at temperature Te can

occur during additional heating. Typical situations are the non-thermal deviations generated by

if current drive. The full analysis of this problem generally requires extensive Fokker-Planck

computations, but a first useful step is the simple procedure of determining the presence of a

deviation from the Maxwellian for given values of VHR and VJJ^. The bulk electron temperature

Tjj is assumed to be known. We consider the experimental spectrum at given angles Go * 90°.

The maxima (minima) of emission occur at (0 = CÛJ and we know that they are described by Eq.

(3). A Maxwellian with bulk temperature Tb is used in Eq. (3) to compute I(û)i). The

computed value is compared with the experimental one: if the deviation from the Maxwellian is

negligible, the two values of I(CÙJ) should coincide. The deviation between the two values of

1(0)*), if any, reveals the presence of non-thermal electrons at VHR(NH) and VIR(NH). Note that

at frequencies co = CO*, the O-mode radiation is negligible compared to the X-mode and

therefore there is no uncertainty on the polarization of the detected radiation at arbitrary Nn.

The energy of the radiating electrons at N« * 0 is obtained from the relation y = yn = Yn +

N||V||R. For instance, for n*. = 1020 nr3, B = 5 T, Te = 30 keV, Cû/coc = 7, and Nu = 0.34, we

obtain a = 0.27 nr1. If only the harmonics n = 8,9, and 10 are retained, we obtain a = 0.25
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m 1 , and the corresponding energies are 113, 170 and 229 keV. For (û/(oc = 7.5, the

corresponding energies are 84,138, and 193, respectively. For a given value of n, the parallel

and perpendicular resonant velocities are given by VHR and V^R. For instance, for Te = 30 keV,

Nu = 0.5, û)/û)c = 7.5, and n = 8, we obtain piiR/(mTe)
1/2 « 1.5, and pjji/CmTc)1/2 = 2.7.

Asymmetric weakly non-Maxwellian electron distributions can occur on next-step

tokamaks as a result of ion cyclotron fast wave current drive and/or a dc electric field Edc. In

this case, one expects a modest slide-away type parallel distribution and the emitted radiation is

nearly thermal. Here, we briefly outline the procedure for investigating the weakly non-

Maxwellian distribution using the maximum of the emitted spectrum at Nu * 0.

The slide-away momentum distribution generated by small phase velocity traveling waves

or by a dc electric field is represented by

where Igl < 1, and fM is the background Maxwellian distribution at temperature Tc assumed to

be known. The function g is non-zero within a few thermal speeds, i.e., for lpnl < 2(mTc)
1/2

and is assumed to be a slowly varying function of vj_, vu, compared to the variation of fM- The

local emission coefficient is given by

Using the saddle point method of Ref. 2, we obtain

TI(CÛ,N||,X)=

n>n0

where T]n = -^4-L n ( (û ,N | | ,x ) ,

and a n is given by Eq. (12), where a = 2an . Now, for a given frequency we have found that

only the first value of n > no resonates with electrons with energy E < 4Te, hence, g * 0 for the

first relevant value of n, and we can write
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where the subscript M refers to the Maxwellian distribution and the superscript (1 ) denotes the

first relevant value of n > no. Using now Eq. (3) for oblique propagation, we can obtain the

value of the parameter g from the experimental value of I((i)*, Nu).

We here present a crude estimate of the enhancement of the emitted radiation caused by

fast wave absorption and/or a dc electric field Edc. Using Eq. (3) for Go * 90°, we obtain

"LdV

where

V(co,6o) = Jdx T|((û,N||,x)exp[-<t)(cû,NHf x)]
-a

ça2 a
f r

= —5-5- JdxTc(x) OCM(CÛ,N||,X)+J
8TC c _a

 l

xexp[-0M(o),N||,x)-g<l»(
rJ,)((û,NH,x)] ,

where neo -> neo/lsinGol, and g(v[|R,v^) is computed at x « 0, where the source of radiation at

(0 = to* is localized. We now consider Igl « 1 and approximate I(o)*,9o) by

co*2 a

I(co ,60) E - ^

_a
-1 (9)

where VM and OM are computed for a Maxwellian distribution. Equation (9) can be written as

i(o)*,eo)-iM((o*,eo)_ a) M)
-00)

where

»
.«0)

ar computed at co = œ*. Te = Te(0), N« = Nn(0), and
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i- dVM/dco
dVM / dco + VMdOM / dcoI'

,2 a

oTÏ C
JdxTe(x)ag,)(û),N,|,x)exp[-<|)M(û),N||,x)] .

-a

Since 1^. IM can be computed using the Maxwellian at a given temperature profile, the

experimental value of I(cû*,0o) allows the determination of g(vj|R,v ̂ j) on axis. In order to

relate g with the fast-wave amplitude or the dc electric field, a 2D Fokker-Planck code is

generally needed. An approximated derivation is obtained using the one-dimensional kinetic

equation. Assuming f(p±,pn) = f(pi)f(pn), the kinetic equation for fast-wave heating is

1 („ X. df

where vu = pu / m , Z= £ n a z £ / n e , vo = Aû)J/27tnc(Te/m) u ,

Tte jdn||IE||l28(fl-n||V||Q/c) .

nu and En inside the integral refer to the fast wave with frequency Q. The steady state solution

is given by

, , , 1

(2ic)1/2 exp - d u ;

where

e v0(T e /m)

For n(U|| ) / (2 + Z) « 1, we obtain

1 u« , , ,

OD

Note that for a given co, the resonant energies of the relevant harmonics are too large apart and

the derivation of Eq. (10) holds for g * 0 for n = m, with m different from the first relevant
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value of n > no. For instance, we have shown that for ^ = 1020 nr3, B = 5 T, Tc = 30 keV,

coAûc = 7.5, and Nu = 0.34, the energies of the emitting electrons are 84, 138, and 193 keV,

i.e., 2.8 Tc, 4.6 Te, and 6.4 Tc. Equation (10) is then valid in a wide range of selective

resonant energies.

The following order-of-magnitude estimate characterizes the minimum value of Dc for

which a measurable deviation AI - I(CU*,6O)-IM(U)*,6O) is found. Using Fig. 13, we find IM =

1200 and the corresponding radiation temperature is TVM « 20 keV. From Eq. (11), we obtain

2 u/' • -4 Dc 2 uj? D c
g = duiiUii * « " * .

2 + Z j I M I v 0 (T e /m) 2 + Z 5 vo(Te/m)
Now, I ] M / IM = 1 / 2, hence

For uj / (2 + Z) = 1, and ATr = 2keV, we obtain D c / vo(Te / m) = 0.5.

VII. Conclusions

A general scheme of plasma diagnostics for thermal and non-thermal plasmas, based on

emission at arbitrary harmonics of the cyclotron frequency has been discussed. The motivation

for developing a high frequency method of diagnostics is dictated by the limitations on ECE at

the first few harmonics, imposed by high density and temperature regimes, and also by the very

restrictive energy range of the emitting electrons near the resonance points. In the ESE method,

the ray path is a straight line and cut-offs or refraction can be ignored. Furthermore, harmonic

overlap is no longer a threat as it happens for emission near the second harmonic, and ESE is

applicable to a plasma at arbitrary electron temperature. In the ESE method, the source of

radiation is not highly localized in the ordinary space, but a kind of localization is found with a

rather broad halfwidth of the spatial radiation line profile. However, the energy of the emitting

electrons is now a sensitive function of the radiation frequency and any range of the electron

energy can be selected by a small change of the wave frequency and/or the direction of

emission.
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The ESE method is based on a parametric characterization of the electron energy

distribution in the phase space and the determination of the relevant parameters from the

properties of the emitted spectrum. A general property is the relation between the effective

reflection coefficient and the experimental values of the radiation intensity I(co) for frequencies

for which dI(tû)/d(D = 0, namely, at the maxima and minima of I(co). This relation allows the

determination of the adjustable parameters characterizing the electron distribution.

A special property of the emitted spectrum is the weak dependence of I(co) on the

temperature spatial profile for frequencies co for which the plasma is optically thick. This

special property is here used to determine the electron temperature on axis in the case of high

temperature next-step tokamak plasmas, by best fitting the experimental spectra. The principal

interest of the ESE scheme is plasma diagnostics in hot and dense tokamak plasmas, but a good

deal of information on the validity and potential interest of the method can be obtained in

present-day tokamaks at low and moderate temperature and density. In this case, the emission

spectra display several maxima and minima, and it is therefore possible to characterize the

electron distribution without any ad hoc choice of the reflection coefficient. This concept has

been applied to the radiation spectra from TFTR during neutral beam heating to verify that the

electron momentum distribution is a Maxwellian in all range of the electron energies from

subthermal (second harmonic emission) to thermal and superthermal energies3.
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APPENDIX A. Emission and absorption coefficients for propagation

normal to the magnetic field and arbitrary isotropic distributions

The absorption coefficient for propagation normal to the magnetic field is given by

ax(CÙ) = (co/cNx)[e'22 + 2en(ef2/e^,)-e'j,(ef2/ef,)2] , (Ù>(ÛC

where Nr = Nx , No are the real indices of the X and O modes, respectively, in the cold plasma

approximation, e-': is the anti-Hermitian part of the relativistic plasma dielectric tensor, and £?:

is the cold plasma tensor. For an isotropic electron momentum distribution f(p), following the

derivation of Ref. 6, we obtain

The tensor £jj>n is given by

. TU
l

e22,n = e'i l,n + a * gn {v<n + 3)[J2+3/2(v) - J^ l /2 (v)] - (2n2 - n - 9)Jn+1/2(v)Jn+3/2(v)}
4n (n + 2)

»-(Y?- l )" \ t . l . Yn=v=Nr»-(Y,?-l)"\ t . l
coc

v ' n

no = Cù/û)c , gn=(2n

The emission coefficients are given by the same expressions of the absorption coefficients, with

the substitution e-1: -* Gjj, where

\2

The particular case of a Maxwellian distribution has been extensively discussed in the past7*9.

The formulation presented here is valid for arbitrary frequencies co >cûc and Larmor radius pL =
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Nr(û)/û)c)(pi/mc). In fact, for propagation normal to the magnetic field, the energy of the

resonant electrons is predominantly perpendicular to the magnetic field, p ~ pi , hence, p | ~

(mc)2(Y2-l) = (mc)2(Yj-l), and pL = N^co/tûciCYj-l)1/2 = v. Thus, for v « 1, one gets the

familiar small Larmor radius formulas.

APPENDIX B. Emission coefficients and resonant velocities for oblique

propagation

The absorption coefficient for arbitrary values of N|| is derived from the Poynting theorem

Re[E*x(NxE)| (Bl)

where E is the wave electric field, N = (c/d))k is the cold refractive index, and

-(e?i-N2)(e§3-Ni)] . A3 «-

The factor g is defined by the condition: ZJAJAJ = E -E. For a Maxwellian distribution,

can be cast in the following form

>' (I-NÎ)K2(IIK«>NJ

where now no = ((o/cûcXl-Njp1/2.

For an arbitrary momentum distribution f(pi, pu), the absorption coefficient can be

written as

n>n0

and S is the magnitude of the Poynting vector. From Eq. (Bl), we obtain
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n>n0 " L V J > ; Jv±=vn

where

and

/ 2 2 xl/2

v± = ^ " " 1— .

The emission coefficient is obtained from a with the substitution Lnf —> -(Cû2/87i3c2)pif/my.

Note that for f(pi, pu) = f(pi, -pu), a(co,Nn,x) = a(co,-Nn,x), and for f(pi, pu) * f ( p i , -p,,),

a(co,N||,x) * a(co,-N||,x), thus, differential emission of waves with equal and opposite values

of Nu yields information on possible asymmetries of f.

We now use Eq. (B2) to derive a compact form of a(cû,Nn,x) for a Maxwellian

distribution, and show the selective properties of emission in momentum space. For a

Maxwellian distribution, Eq. (B2) becomes

2̂ -,
|l Ï5c^)s(™r) Jn ^ ^ " I W n f n ( B 3 )

where

|P| = |A!-i(p/n)[jn(p)/Jn(p)]A2 +(N±/Yn)v«A3| ,

and v i = vn in the integrand of Eq. (11 ). We only consider the X-mode. We note that for î »

1, Jn(p)exp(-HYn) has a sharp maximum at vu = VHR. This is then the predominant parallel

velocity of the emitting (absorbing) electrons. The value of VHR and the corresponding resonant

perpendicular velocity \^R a r e given by
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N? -
«1-0

These results are obtained for Nu > 0. They hold for Nn < 0 as well, but VHR changes sign,

can also be written as

The half-width Avn of the parallel resonance function is given by

(Av!ra«[n( l -Nf f^

For Nu = 0, (Avn)-2 « nJ/2, i.e., Apn/dnTe)1/2 « (2^/no)1/2. For NM -> 1, (Avn)-2

i.e., Api^(mTe)1/2 « (2n/^)l/2 < 1.

In terms of VHR, a(o),Nn,x) can be written as

a(co,N||,x) =

n>n0

1/2

- i(l - p j / n2)172A2 + (N± / Yn)v,|RA3
(-7Cp/2t)1/2(l-t2)3/2

n2d + t2)-p2]21172 '

(B4)

where

v+-v_
1/2 1/2

1-Njl (o ( l -N 2 )

See Ref. 2 for the details and accuracy of Eq. (B4).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - (a) Tr(f) vs f = CO/27C, for the O-mode, Teo = 20 keV, aT = 1, ne0 = 1020 m-3 (fun

thin), and neo = 2 x 1020 nr3 (dotted). The full thick curve is Tc(xc) versus f =

fc0O- ( b ) A s i n Fi6- Ua), for aT = 3.

Fig. 2 - Tr(f) vs f, for the O-mode, Teo = 25 keV, aT = 1, iko = 1020 m-3 (full thin), neo = 2

x 1O20 nr3 (dotted thin), and rieo = 2 x 1020 nr3, ax = 3 (dashed thin). The full

thick curves represent the corresponding Te(xc) versus f = fc(xc).

Fig. 3 - Ray trajectories for n^ = 2 x lO2^ nr3, f = 130 GHz, and several values of y.

Fig. 4 - Tr(f) vs f, for the X-mode, Te0 = 15 keV, aT = 1, and neo = 1020 nr3.

Fig. S - IX((O) (a), IO(CÛ) (b), and tXi0((û) (c) vs CÛ/CÛC0, for Te0 = 20 and 30 keV, aT = 2, nc0

= 2 x lO2» m-3, Rf = 0.8 (full) and Rf = 0 (dotted).

Fig. 6 - Ix(co) vs co/tOco, for Te0 = 25 keV, neo = 2 x 1020 nr3, aT = 1.5 (full), aT = 3

(dotted), and Rf = 0,0.8,1.

Fig. 7 - Gx(co,x) vs x, for Teo = 25 keV, neo = 2 x 1020 nr3, a.j = 2, and G)/CÛCO = 4,

5,6,7,and 10.

Fig. 8 - Tr,((D) vs (û/(ûco, for Te0 = 25 keV, neo = 2 x 1020 nr3, ax = 1.5 (full), aj = 3

(dotted), and Rf=l.

Fig. 9 - Ix(co) (a) and tx(co) (b) vs Cû/tûto, for T^ = 25 keV, neo = 2 x 1020 m-3, aT = 2, Rf =

0.8, and several values of y.

Fig.10 - IX(CÙ) vs Qj/cûca, for TFTR parameters.

Fig. 11 - Gx(o),x) vs x, for (û/coca = 3, 3.75, and 4, and the parameters of Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 - Te0 = 25 keV, nc0 = 2 x 102<> m-3, <xT = 2, Rr = 0.8, y = 0. (a) xm and Ix vs

CO/Wco. (b)En(xm)vs(u/(uc0.

Fig.13 - Ix(co) vs (o/û)cO, for T^ = 25 keV, neo = 2 x 1020 nr3, aT = 2, Rf = 0.8, y = 0, and

6o = 90°, 65°, and 50°.
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